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This humble edition of Rhetoric is only for students of different universities through self-help.
There is a great deal of such books which are best in theory for Rhetoric. But this book is only for
students of different universities and another students who want to appear in competitive
examination and overcome it by the practice of exercise. Besides this, as a painter must know
something of a colourman’s chemistry; a sculptor cannot neglect the properties of stone and
metal, a musician must school himself in the complex mathematics of harmony, a reader of
poetry must have the sense of Rhetoric and Prosody. In this book every attempt has been made
to present topics in the simplest way. I am indebted to my respected teacher Professor (Dr)
Chandanashis Laha of University of North Bengal (Retd.), Dr. Suvas Chandra Dasgupta (Retd.),
Associate Professor of Raiganj University, and Mr Debapriya Pal, Assistant Professor of Kolkata
University and Mr Sabuj Sarkar, Assistant Professor of University of Gour Banga for different
suggestions. I am grateful to my near abouts and students who helped me in writing this book in
various ways.Finally, I invite suggestions and criticism form one and all.

Learn How to Quickly Solve Difficult CPA Test QuestionsHere's a little "secret" about the Uniform
CPA Examination: the CPA test is what we in the test preparation field call a "content driven"
test.While some tests are looking to see what you are ABLE to learn, the purpose of the Uniform
Certified Public Accountant (CPA) Examination, offered by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA), is to test your understanding of what you have already learned. The
goal of the CPA test is to use a standardized testing process to create an objective assessment
of a test taker's knowledge and skills.In other words, it's more about what you know than your
ability to solve clever puzzles. This is good news for those who are serious about being
prepared, because it boils down to a very simple strategy:You can succeed on the CPA test and
become a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) by learning critical concepts on the test so that you
are prepared for as many questions as possible.Repetition and thorough preparation is a
process that rewards those who are serious about being prepared, which means that
succeeding on the CPA test is within the reach of virtually anyone interested in learning the
material.This is great news! It means that if you've been worried about your upcoming CPA test,
you can rest easy IF you have a good strategy for knowing what to study and how to effectively
use repetition to your advantage.But it also creates another set of problems.If you tried to
memorize every single possible thing you can for the CPA test, the field of possible things to
review would be so huge that you could not hope to cover everything in a reasonable time.That's
why we created the CPA Exam Flashcard Study System: we have taken all of the possible topics
and reduced them down to the hundreds of concepts you must know and provided an easy-to-
use learning method to guarantee success on the CPA test.We wanted this system to be simple,



effective, and fast so that you can succeed on your CPA test with a minimum amount of time
spent preparing for it. --Here Are Some of the Features of Our CPA Exam Flashcard Study
SystemStudy after study has shown that repetition is the most effective form of learning- and
nothing beats flashcards when it comes to making repetitive learning fun and fastFlashcards
engage more of your senses in the learning process- you "compete" with yourself to see if you
know the answers to the questions, and the flipping action gets you actively involved in the
learning processOur cards are printed on heavy, bright white 67 lb. cover stock, and are laser
printed at 1200 dpi on our industrial printers- these are professional-quality cards that will not
smear or wear out with heavy usageWe cover the major content areas on the examOur
flashcards include an edge that is micro-perforated, which means that you are much less likely
to have a painful papercut on your fingers when moving quickly through the cardsOur cards are
portable, making it easy for you to grab a few and study while waiting for the bus or the doctor, or
anywhere where you have a spare moment that would otherwise be wastedOur CPA test cards
are written in an easy to understand, straightforward style - we don't include any more technical
jargon than what you need to pass the testThe cards are a generous size- 3.67 x 4.25 inches-
they fit perfectly in your hands and they aren't so small that you have to use a magnifying glass
to read tiny type- all questions and answers are in a normal-size print for easy studyingOur cards
include in-depth explanations- you won't see any "one word" answers on our cards that require
you to go get a textbook to understand why your answer was wrong- all of our cards include
generous, thorough explanations so you not only get it right or wrong- but you also know why!We
use a font created by Microsoft to make reading easier- this will enable you to absorb more
information painlessly during late night study sessionsOur system enables you to study in small,
digestible bits of information- unlike using boring textbooks, flashcards turn learning into a
"game" you can play until you've mastered the materialIt's easy for a friend to help you study-
they don't even have to know anything about the CPA test- if they can read, then they can quiz
you with our flashcards!Now, let us explain what the CPA Exam Flashcard Study System is not. It
is not a comprehensive review of your education, as there's no way we could fit that onto a single
set of flashcards.Don't get us wrong: we're not saying that memorization alone will automatically
result in a passing CPA test score- you have to have the ability to apply it as well. However,
without the foundation of the core concepts, you cannot possibly hope to apply the information.
After all, you can't apply what you don't know.CPA Exam Flashcard Study System is a
compilation of the hundreds of critical concepts you must understand to pass the CPA test.
Nothing more, nothing less. --If you think there's even the smallest chance that these flashcards
will help you, you owe it to yourself to try them out. Don't let fear or doubt stand in the way of your
opportunity to achieve the test score you need to fulfill your dreams.--This text refers to the cards
edition.
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RHETORIC……made easyDR. BHASKOR CHANDRA DUTTAM.A. (Triple), B.Ed., Ph.D.This is
a work on figures of speech. Any resemblance to actual definitions, examples, or actual events is
purely coincidental. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in
or introduced into a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, or by any means (electrical,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise) without the prior written permission of the
publisher. Any person who does any unauthorized act in relation to this publication may be liable
to criminal prosecution and civil claims for damages A catalogue copy of this book is available
from the British Library.Typeset and Printing by Tanmoy Digital Solutions, Raiganj, Uttar
Dinajpur, West Bengal. RHETORIC …made easyPREFACEThis humble edition of Rhetoric is
only for students of different universities through self-help. There is a great deal of such books
which are best in theory for Rhetoric. But this book is only for students of different universities
and another students who want to appear in competitive examination and overcome it by the
practice of exercise. Besides this, as a painter must know something of a colourman’s chemistry;
a sculptor cannot neglect the properties of stone and metal, a musician must school himself in
the complex mathematics of harmony, a reader of poetry must have the sense of Rhetoric and
Prosody. In this book every attempt has been made to present topics in the simplest way. I am
indebted to my respected teacher Professor (Dr) Chandanashis Laha of University of North
Bengal (Retd.), Dr. Suvas Chandra Dasgupta (Retd.), Associate Professor of Raiganj University,
and Mr Debapriya Pal, Assistant Professor of Kolkata University and Mr Sabuj Sarkar, Assistant
Professor of University of Gour Banga for different suggestions. I am grateful to my near abouts
and students who helped me in writing this book in various ways.Finally, I invite suggestions and
criticism from one and all.IN MEMORY OF MY FATHER AND FATHER-IN-LAW….CONTENTS
Page NoChapter One 1 Introduction of RhetoricChapter Two 5 Figures Based on
SimilarityChapter Three 10 Figures Based on AssociationChapter Four 16 Figures Based on
DifferenceChapter Five 28 Figures Based on ImaginationChapter Six 37 Figures Based on
IndirectnessChapter Seven 47 Figures Based on SoundChapter Eight 51 Figures Based on
ConstructionChapter Nine 72 Exercise for Practice of RhetoricChapter Ten 76 University
QuestionsChapter Eleven 82 Examination Questions and AnswersChapter Twelve 92 Model
Figures of Speech for ExaminationChapter Thirteen 99 BibliographyChapter-IINTRODUCTION
OF RHETORICA figure of speech is the use of a word or words diverging from its usual
meaning. It can also be a special repetition arrangement or omission of words with literal
meaning, or a phrase with a specialized meaning not based on the literal meaning of the words
in it, as in idiom, metaphor, simile, hyperbole, or personification. Figures of speech often provide
emphasis, freshness of expression, or clarity. However, clarity may also suffer from their use, as
any figure of speech introduces an ambiguity between literal and figurative interpretation. A
figure of speech is sometimes called a 'rhetorical figure' or a locution.Scholars of classical
western rhetoric have divided figures of speech into two main categories: schemes and tropes.



Schemes (from the Greek schima, form or shape) are figures of speech that change the ordinary
or expected pattern of words. For example, the phrase "John, my best friend" uses the scheme
known as apposition. Tropes (from the Greek tropein, to turn) change the general meaning of
words. An example of a trope is irony, which is the use of words to convey the opposite of their
usual meaning (For Brutes is an honourable man; so are they all, all honourable man).During the
renaissance, scholars meticulously enumerated and classified figures of speech. Henry
Peacham, for example, in his The Garden of Eloquence (ISTT), enumerated 184 different figures
of speech. Professor Robert Diyanni, in his book "LiteratureReading fiction, poetry, drama and
the essay” wrote; Rhetoricians have catalogued more than 250 different figures of speech,
expressions or ways of using words in a non-literal sense."The figures of speech in language are
just like the ornaments to the woman. Just as ornaments enriches the beauty of a woman so
also the figures of speech enriches the language of literary genre. This figurative language
sometimes proves to be difficult, complicated and obscure. Ordinary readers often fail to
understand its real meaning. The use of figures of speech makes an ordinary statement
complicated one. But at the same time it can never be denied that the use of the figures of
speech make our ideas more and more prominent. The main object of the writer can only be
achieved through the use of figurative language in different literary genre, such as-novel, poetry,
drama, essay etc.The fundamental purpose of grammar is to teach one how to speak or write
the language correctly and clearly. By reading grammar, one learns different rules, concerning
sentence -structures, pronunciation, spelling, syntax, punctuation and so on.Rhetoric on the
other hand, teaches a person how to add beauty and grace to his or her style of composition
spoken or written. Its purpose is to enhance the effect of a literary composition by adorning it
with felicitous and attractive expressions or what may be called the effective style of literary
creations.LAN — Grammar — Rules for writing correct sentences GUA — Rhetoric — 2 Rules
for embellishing languageGEIn his 'poetics' the Greek philosopher, Aristotle defined poetry as a
mode of imitation-a fictional representation in a verbal medium of human beings thinking,
feeling, acting and inter acting and focused his discussion on elements such as plot, character,
thought and diction within the work itself. In his rhetoric, on the other hand Aristotle defined
rhetorical discourse as the act or "discovering all the available means of persuasion in any given
case", and focused his discussion on the means and devices that an orator uses in order to
achieve the intellectual and emotional effects on an audience that will persuade them to accede
to the orator's point of view. Most of the later rhetoricians of the classical era concurred in the
view that the concern of rhetoric is with the type of discourse whose chief aim is to persuade an
audience to think and feel or act in a particular, way.The figure of speech is nothing but rhetorical
devices. Rhetorical devices are used in both prose and poetry. They are characterized as
ornaments of literal language meant to make it remarkable and impressive. Just as a person
puts on a rich dress, jewellery and cosmetics to make himself/ herself more beautiful and
pleasant, so also writers and speakers use various speakers of speech to make their language
charming, vivid and effective. A figure of speech is thus a deviation in order to lend beauty,



variety, vividness and force to what is said. The important Figures of SpeechChapter-IIFIGURES
BASED ON SIMILARITYSIMILEIt is a figure in which a likeness between twodifferent things are
stated in an explicit way.'The Simile', says Bain, 'consists in the formal or crowedcomparison of
one thing to another.' It' explains Martin,"consists of placing two different things side by side
andcomparing them with regard to some feature common toboth'.Illustrations(a) The Assyrian
came down like a wolf on the fold.This is a simile. In a simile a comparison between two different
objects is made, and their likeness is stated in a clear way.Here a comparison is made between
two different objects ('Assyrian' and 'wolf') and it is made explicit with the use of a word of
comparison-'like'(b) When the evening is spread out against the sky. Like a patient etherized
upon a table.This is a simile. In this figure an explicit comparison is made between two different
things.Here a comparison between two different things ('evening' and 'patient') is made in an
explicit way (with the help of the word 'like').(c) Her eyes as stars of twilight fair, like twilight's too,
her dusky hair.This is a simile. In this figure a thing is likened to another in an explicit way.Here
we find two sets of comparison (eye-stars and hairtwilight). Their points of comparison being
'fair' and 'dusky' states respectively. Their comparison has been made explicit with 'as' in the first
instance d 'like' in the nextFunctionThe purpose of a simile is twofold. It instructs while it appeals
to our understanding. It pleases while it addresses to our heart. Dr. Johnson observes: 'A simile,
to be perfect, must both illustrate and enable the subject; must show it to the understanding in a
clearer view and display it to the fancy with greater dignity, but either of these qualities may be
sufficient to recommend it.'Examples1. Life is as tedious as a twice told tale.2. They only use me
as a fung in the ladder.3. Her locks were yellow as gold.4. Her hair that they along her back was
yellow like ripe corn.5. He doth bestride the narrow world like a colossue.6. Thy soul was like a
star that dwelt apart.7. The holy time is quiet as a Nun.8. Pity, like a naked new born Labe
striding the blast.9. And we drop like the fruits of the tree.10. Fear it my heart, as at a cup' My
lifeblood seemed to sip!11. The champak odours fall. Like sweet thoughts in a
dream.METAPHORIt is a figure in which a comparison between twodifferent things is implied but
not clearly stated.Illustrations(a) The hockey-legged girls who laughed behind their hands.This
is a metaphor. This figure consists in an implied comparison between two different things.Here a
comparison between 'girls' and 'hockey' (both having tall their legs) is implied, no formally stated.
(b) Life is but an empty dream.This is a metaphor. In this figure a comparison between 'life' and
'dream'; felt so close in the speaker's mind that one thing is as it were identified with the other.
Their likeness is also implied, not clearly stated with a marker of comparison.(c) My salad
daysWhen / was green in judgement, cold in blood.
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